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Marssa is a beautiful venue at 
loews lake las vegas resort, featuring an 
exceptional Pacific rim dining experience 
that is considered among the best in the 
valley by local restaurant critics and guests.

the menu defines Marssa as “a word 
taken from euro-asia exploration adopted 

RestauRant: Marssa at Loews Lake Las Vegas Resort | WheRe: 101 Montelago Blvd., Henderson | houRs: Dinner 6-10 p.m. 
Mondays-Thursdays; 6-11 p.m. Fridays-Saturdays; Closed Sundays | ReseRvations: Accepted | Phone: 567-6000

by Mediterranean cultures’ meaning of, or 
by way of, the sea.”

Marssa manager David frye explains 
the lakefront oasis in the desert best: “We 
offer fine dining service in a casual-elegant 
ambience and tranquillity of a resort, with 
a beautiful lakefront setting and views of 
the mountains.”

in describing what further sets Marssa 
apart from the masses, frye says, “first, 
our two chefs. We have the yin and yang 
of it. second, our attitude. We are your 
neighbors and recognize our guests as 
friends and neighbors.” 

the yin and yang of “it” is the 
contrasting talented chefs responsible for 
cold sushi and hot Pacific rim specialties 
that result in harmony.

the yin: international executive 
Master sushi Chef Osamu “fuji” fujita, who 
adheres to traditional Okinawa and tokyo 
styles of sushi and sashimi with added 

fusion techniques for a creatively modern 
touch. the flavors of the sea, high-quality 
rice and accompanying ingredients, fresh 
wasabi and refreshing ginger are never 
compromised. the result is exciting.

“i come from a family of traditional 
sushi chefs, but added my touch for 
the american taste … new style sushi 

(Opposite page) The Marssa Sushi Box consists 
of maguro rose, spicy lobster, cucumber roll 

and halibut sashimi on macerated lemon rind. 
(This page from top) Chefs Tim Horrock and 
Osamu “Fuji” Fujita created the sushi box 

entree and the exotic Kobe beef dish.

… different sauce and spices,” says the 
Japanese-born fujita.

in addition to the outstanding a la 
carte selections, fujita offers a special 
sushi dinner consisting of his top signa-
ture creations. 

“He is the only master sushi chef in 
nevada on this level,” frye says.

the yang: Chef de Cuisine tim 
Horrock creates asian and Pacific rim 
specialties drawing on his vast experiences 
with seafood and asian restaurants in 
northern California. Horrock’s appetizers 
and entrées, representing various asian 
countries, are designed to appeal to the 
most discriminating palate.

“We stay true to the dish by taking the 
best product and doing as little as possible to 
it, as it is imperative not to blend too many 

products,” says Horrock. this philosophy 
allows for distinct, yet complementing, 
flavors to be recognizable.

for example, the signature Kobe short 
rib entrée with shitake mushrooms, grilled 
asparagus, and crisp Maui onions feature 
complementing flavors. Pan-roasted wild 
salmon is accented with wild mushrooms, 
enhanced with miso butter sauce and 
complemented with tempura green beans.

be sure to order fine Japanese beer, 
wine, sake, signature sake cocktails or 
sake flights to complete your dinner. 
and end your meal with Okinawa style, 
chocolate undagis — Japanese doughnuts 
consisting of a rich chocolate batter with 
crème anglaise center.

Don’t “dine ‘n dash.” Management 
encourages dinner guests to stay overnight 
and enjoy the full resort experience. it is 
alluring, and worth considering. n
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Enjoy something distinctly 
different with Mariz Khoury
By Barbara kusak     
pHoto By Jim Laurie

last meal

as a CHilD in lebanOn, Mariz Khoury 
gravitated toward the kitchen in her 
father’s restaurant in beirut. Khoury 
says when the family came to the u.s. 
in 1978 due to the war in lebanon, her 
father opened a restaurant in texas. 
that’s where Khoury says she learned the 
intricacies of lebanese cooking and how 
to prepare the family recipes handed 
down over the years.

Khoury, the chef at Khoury’s 
Mediterranean restaurant, which she 
owns with her husband, issa, believes in 

bringing the family together at the dinner 
table for quality time. she says that’s why 
she created a menu for kids, featuring 
healthy choices such as chicken kabobs to 
complement the main menu at Khoury’s.

Khoury says starting with fresh, quality 
ingredients is what makes a dish top-notch. 
she believes in preparing everything from 
scratch, including the flat bread made in a 

Farooj
1/2 cHicken WitH Bones

1/2 taBLespoon saLt

6 iDaHo potatoes

Sauce
1/2 teaspoon MasHeD gaRLic

1/4 cup fResH LeMon Juice

2 taBLespoons oLive oiL

pita BReaD

MetHoD foR faRooJ WitH sauce: 

Heat oven to 500 degrees. Salt chicken. Place 

chicken and potatoes in roasting pan and put 

in oven. Mix together garlic, lemon juice and 

olive oil for the sauce. When chicken is crispy, 

pour sauce over chicken and let it bake an 

additional 5 minutes. Serve with pita bread.

brick oven at the restaurant.  
Khoury credits her dad, antoine 

Hedary, for inspiring her to be a chef. she 
enjoys preparing recipes handed down 
among generations like a precious jewel.

Khoury’s last meal recipe is one 
created by her dad. it’s called farooj. 
she’d like to share it with family, where 
it all started, in her native lebanon. n

Issa and Mariz 
Khoury serve up fine 

Lebanese dishes.




